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INTRODUCTION
The speed of sound in an ideal gas, under adiabatic conditions,
is a function of temperature and is given by:
C=

gRT

where C is the speed of sound, g, known as the adiabatic index,
is the ratio of specific heats at constant pressure and constant
volume (Cp/Cv), R is the gas constant, and T is the absolute
temperature.
In addition to temperature, which is the dominant factor,
infrasound propagation is affected by the local wind velocity.
Therefore we can combine the temperature and wind effect in
the effective sound speed, written as
C eff = C + η ⋅ υ ,

where Ceff is the effective sound speed, υ is the wind velocity,
and η is a unit vector in a direction of sound propagation.
The temperature (and therefore Ceff ) distribution in the
atmosphere is controlled by solar radiation. As most of the heat
transfer takes place on the ground surface, temperature tends
to decrease with altitude. A perturbation of this trend occurs in
the stratosphere due to the heating associated with absorption
of ultraviolet radiation by the ozone layer (Figure 1), but above
the ozone layer the temperature decreases again with altitude
up to around 100 km. Above this height, in the thermosphere,
the temperature increases with altitude due to direct ultraviolet radiation heating from the sun. Classic ray theory implies
that infrasound energy, generated on the surface of the ground
and propagating through the atmosphere, must reach a layer
of effective sound speed greater than the velocity of sound at
the source in order to return to receivers located on the surface
of the Earth. Normally, this happens at heights around 110
km, in the thermosphere, and these rays are usually recorded
at distances greater than 250 km from the source. The region
up to 250 km from the source where no infrasound returns
are expected has been called the “zone of silence.” This effect is
illustrated in Figure 1.
There are a number of historical examples mentioned in
the literature that describe this effect. One of them is an explosion at Oppau, Germany, in 1921, one of the worst industrial
accidents ever. This explosion is estimated to have had a yield
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of 1–2 kt of TNT and produced a crater 100 m wide and 20
m deep (Abelshauser et al. 2004). This is probably one of the
first reports of a seismo-acoustic event. Ground motions from
two explosions were felt in Heidelberg, approximately 22 km
away, followed more than a minute later by the sound wave.
No sound was heard in an area 100–200 km from the source,
but was heard at distances farther than 200 km (Mitra 1952).
The term “zone of silence” was introduced by Gutenberg (1939)
in his study of sound waves from a detonation of 5,000 kg of
ammunition near Berlin. He found that the sound was heard
in zones of concentric rings, separated by zones where there
were no reports of observations. He called the first zone of no
sound observation the “zone of silence.”
A more recent paper by Jones et al. (2004) discusses the
occurrence of the zone of silence in different atmospheric conditions from a purely theoretical point of view, and suggests infrasound is observed when there is an inversion of effective sound
speed. There are also reports of infrasound being observed
within this zone of silence (Gibbons et al. 2007; McKenna et
al. 2008). However, empirical studies in this distance range, up
to 300 km from the source, are scarce. Most of the infrasound
papers report infrasound signals from particular natural or manmade sources such as explosions (Sorrells et al. 1997; Whitaker
et al. 1998), sonic booms (Donn 1978; Le Pichon et al. 2002),
earthquakes (Donn and Posmentier 1964; Cook 1971; Kim et
al. 2004; Mutschlecner and Whitaker 2005), bolides (ReVelle
1976; ReVelle and Whitaker 1999; Evers and Haak 2001) aurora
(Wilson 1969, 1971; Wilson et al. 2005), avalanches (Scott et.
al. 2007), volcanic eruptions (Goerke et al. 1965; Garces and
Hansen 1998; Johnson et al. 2004), severe weather (Bowman
and Bedard 1971; Rind 1980; Olson and Szuberla 2005), and
animal vocalizations (Larom et. al. 1997), but the propagation
is rarely discussed in depth. Kulichkov (2000) discusses the
propagation of infrasound signals at distances up to 300 km,
and he argues that partial reflection or scattering due to inhomogeneities in the stratosphere and mesosphere is responsible
for the observed signals. McKenna et al. (2008) analyzed a suite
of events in Korea at an estimated distance range of 100–200
km and assumed they were observed because of short-lived (on
the basis of a few hours) tropospheric inversion layers in effective
sound speed (also called ducts). Unfortunately, in the absence of
a travel time analysis (not possible because of the lack of ground
truth information, i.e., origin time and location), it is not clear
if all the recorded signals were actually signals propagating in
tropospheric ducts. Therefore better-controlled experiments
are needed to understand the propagation of infrasound sig-
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▲▲ Figure 1. Generalized atmospheric propagation model (left) and corresponding rays (right).
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▲▲ Figure 2. Landsat image showing the location of NVAR and the configuration of the NVIAR (left). The plot on the right shows typical
signals from the detonation.

nals in the zone of silence. Such experiments were carried out in
Nevada in 2006 and 2007. This paper presents the most important results of those experiments and attempts to assess current
infrasound propagation modeling capabilities.

SOURCE AND FIELD EXPERIMENTS
The Nevada Infrasound Array (NVIAR), located near the village of Mina, Nevada, is a four-channel infrasound array with
an aperture of approximately 1 km (Figure 2), embedded in the
Nevada Seismic Array (NVAR), a permanent International
Monitoring System array. Each infrasound station is equipped
with a Chapparel II infrasound sensor with a flat response from
0.1 to 200 Hz. Since the array began operating in December
1998, infrasound arrivals from an ordnance disposal facility
approximately 36 km away are recorded on a regular basis. The

site has been dubbed “New Bomb.” On a normal operational
day there are a variable number of explosions with a separation
of 40–70 seconds. In most cases there are five shots, but in the
past we have recorded up to 10 detonations, depending on the
nature of the operation. The yields of the explosions range from
2,000 to nearly 4,000 lbs. of mixed ordnance. This repetitive
pattern (Figure 2, right) is used as an additional source diagnostic tool because the time interval between the shots is similar no matter where the observations are. Therefore if signals
spaced at the right interval are observed, they are likely to be
from New Bomb if the azimuth is also correct.
Field experiments to investigate the propagation of infrasonic waves in the zone of silence were carried out in the
summers of 2006 and 2007. In addition to NVIAR data we
deployed temporary arrays located in a line north of the source
(Figure 3), ranging in distance from 76 to 288 km. In 2006 we
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▲▲ Figure 3. Satellite imagery of the area where the temporary arrays were deployed with plan layouts for each of them.

deployed three temporary arrays at distances of 76, 108, and
157 km due north from the source. The arrays were located in
the village of Shurz, Nevada, and north and south of the city
of Fallon, Nevada. Accordingly the arrays were called SHURZ
(76 km from the source), FALS (108 km), and FALN (157 km).
In 2007 we reoccupied the site FALN and deployed an additional array north of Gerlach, Nevada, at a distance of 288 km
(called GERL). The temporary arrays had four elements each,
deployed in a line toward the source, with an overall aperture
of 400 m. The deployment was chosen so that the time lags of
the arrivals were maximized, and because we want to be able
to conduct future investigations on the infrasound signal and
noise correlation. In addition we had excellent cooperation
with the officials in charge of the disposal facility, and they
released the detonation logs with approximate origin time and
yields of the explosions.
We employed the National Severe Storms Laboratory
(NSSL) to collect balloon-launched rawinsonde meteorological data during our field experiments. The rawinsondes col-

lected temperature, dew point, relative humidity, barometric
pressure, GPS latitude and longitude, altitude, and wind direction and velocity data. The meteorological data were recorded
on an hourly basis at the Hawthorne airport in the path of the
propagating signals, from approximately two hours before the
detonations to a few hours after the detonations. All meteorological observations range from ground level to the base of the
stratosphere, and some of them have maximum heights around
30 km. There is, however, uncertainty in the wind measurements taken close to the surface of the Earth (Negraru and
Herrin 2009).

METHODOLOGY AND DATA
Accurate origin times for the detonations were obtained from
GPS time synchronized video recordings. This allowed us to
calibrate the seismic travel time between source and various
NVAR channels. Origin times for the detonations without
video recordings were obtained from this calibrated seismic
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travel time. We believe the origin times to be accurate to within
a fraction of a second. This precision is much better than what
is needed to compute the mean travel time velocities (also called
celerity) for the infrasound arrivals. The celerity is defined as
the distance divided by the total travel time, similar to the definition of group velocity for dispersed seismic waves. Tables 1
and 2 gives the origin times, travel times, celerity, and phase
velocity of the observed arrivals for 2006 and 2007, respectively. The celerity (Figure 4) was used to identify the nature of
the infrasonic arrival (Kulichkov et al. 2000). Typically mean
travel velocities higher than 330 m/s are found for “boundary
layer arrivals” with reflection heights up to 1 km. Tropospheric
arrivals are arrivals with reflection heights up to 20 km and have
celerities of 310–330 m/s. Stratospheric arrivals have reflection
heights of 20–50 km and celerities of 280–320 m/s, while the
thermospheric arrivals have celerities of 180–300 m/s (all these
values are from Kulichkov 2000). These celerity boundaries
are not very well defined, and they could further be affected
by seasonal variations. Therefore any interpretation needs to
take into account the local atmospheric conditions. Most of the
arrivals observed at our arrays have celerities of 280–300 m/s,
consistent with stratospheric arrivals. Some of the arrivals have

high celerity values (around 345 m/s), which are consistent with
boundary layer arrivals. Throughout the paper we will refer to
these arrivals as tropospheric arrivals. The array farthest from
the source, at 288 km, recorded arrivals with celerities around
240 m/s, which suggests they have turning points (reflection
heights) in the thermosphere or very high in the stratosphere.
Figures 5–8 show various types of arrivals recorded during
the experiments. Figure 5 shows tropospheric and stratospheric
arrivals recorded at SHURZ (76 km from the source). A signal
approximately 30 seconds before the five-shot pattern is interpreted as a tropospheric arrival from the first detonation. The
tropospheric arrivals from the other four detonations are masked
by the much larger amplitude of the stratospheric arrivals.
In 2006 tropospheric arrivals were recorded only out to
SHURZ (76 km from the source), but in 2007 tropospheric
arrivals were recorded at FALN (Figure 6) at a distance of 157
km. Stratospheric arrivals (celerities around 285 m/s) were
also observed, except for the last day of the 2007 experiment,
when only tropospheric arrivals were observed. The array at
GERL observed both stratospheric (celerities 292 m/s) and
thermospheric arrivals (celerities around 240 m/s). Shown in
Figure 7 is the five-shot pattern observed at NVIAR (upper

TABLE 1
Travel Time Analysis for the 2006 Dataset
2006 Experiment

11 September

2 September

13 September

17:39:44.2

17:52:26.2

20:49:04.8

17:41:31.0
17:43:25.8
17:43:58.7
17:45:49.8
17:48:54.2

17:54:12.7
17:56:09.3
17:56:39.8
17:58:30.0
18:01:33.3

20:50:50.9
Not observed
20:53:07.3
20:55:19.0
20:58:20.2

106.8
221.6
254.5
365.6
550.0

106.5
223.1
253.6
363.8
547.1

106.1
Not observed
243.5
371.2
555.4

344.9
341.3
297.1
293.9
284.5

345.9
339.0
298.2
295.4
286.0

347.2
Not observed
310.6
289.5
281.7

345
349
353
352
360

345
347
353
346
361

345
Not observed
352
358
356

Origin Time
Acoustic Arrival Times
NVAR (NV03)
SHURZ*
SHURZ
FALS
FALN
Acoustic Travel Times (seconds)
NVAR (NV03)
SHURZ*
SHURZ
FALS
FALN
Mean Travel Velocity (m/sec)
NVAR (NV03)
SHURZ*
SHURZ
FALS
FALN
Phase Velocity (m/sec)
NVAR
SHURZ*
SHURZ
FALS
FALN
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TABLE 2
Travel time analysis for the 2007 experiment
2007 Experiment

10 September

11 September

12 September

13 September

17:30:40.8

17:35:24.7

17:41:06.6

17:32:27.1
17:38:16.4
17:39:49.2
Not observed
Not observed

17:37:10.4
17:42:58.0
17:44:35.3
17:51:35.7
17:55:35.7

17:42:53.2
17:48:44.7
17:50:18.8
Not observed
Not observed

106.3
455.6
549.2
Not observed
Not observed

105.7
453.3
550.6
971
1211

106.2
458.1
Not observed
Not observed
Not observed

346
343
286
Not observed
Not observed

348
345
284
296
238

347
342
Not observed
Not observed
Not observed

352
345
352
Not observed
Not observed

354
352
358
360
353

356
355
Not observed
Not observed
Not observed

Origin Time
17:41:20.3
Acoustic Arrival Time
NV03
17:43:07.4
FALN*
Not operating
FALN
Not operating
GERL
17:57:44.8
T
18:00:57.3
GERL
Acoustic Travel Time (seconds)
NV03
107.1
FALN*
Not operating
FALN
Not operating
GERL
984.5
T
1177
GERL
Mean Travel Velocity (m/s)
NV03
344
FALN*
Not operating
FALN
Not operating
GERL
292.1
GERLT
244
Phase Velocity (m/s)
NVAR
346
FALN*
Not operating
FALN
Not operating
GERL
358
415
GERLT

two waveforms) shifted in time and aligned with the stratospheric and thermospheric arrivals observed later at Gerlach
(lower four waveforms). This time interval among the shots
helps discriminate the New Bomb signals from other sources
and helps identify the type of arrivals. Due to higher noise levels around the time when the last two thermospheric arrivals
are expected, they are harder to identify. However, the pattern
recognition method is more precise than any other approach
we attempted, including the frequency content of the signals.
First, any Fourier analysis should be regarded only qualitatively, as there is no accepted atmospheric absorption model.
If we introduce the existing theoretical absorption models
(Sutherland and Bass 2004) in the propagation calculations,
no thermospheric arrivals should be observed (McKenna et al.
2007). Second, the Fourier analysis has a poor resolution in the
frequency domain because of the short time duration of the
signals (Figure 8). The stratospheric signals shown in Figure 8
last for at least five seconds, and the corresponding magnitude
spectrum shows a sharp decrease in energy above 3 Hz. In contrast, the thermospheric signals last for about two seconds. The
corner in the spectrum is around 1.5 Hz, and it appears that the
thermospheric signals have less high-frequency energy than the

stratospheric signals, exactly as expected. An alternative way to
investigate the spectrum of the signals is to use an autoregressive (AR) method. The AR is a parametric method in which the
spectral characteristics are calculated from a polynomial model
instead of the signal itself, as in Fourier methods. Presenting
the details of the technique is beyond the scope of the present
paper, but we refer the interested reader to the work of Priestly
(1981). The method has numerous applications in time series
analysis and has many applications in other fields. The main
difficulty in the AR method is selecting the order of the model.
The higher the order, the closer the spectrum representation is,
but the spectrum is harder to interpret because of the larger
number of spectral peaks. In most cases the order of the model
is chosen empirically, so that you have the lowest possible order
without losing critical information. To select the optimum
order we have gradually increased the order of estimate, and we
found that the best representation of the spectrum is obtained
with an AR(10) (order 10). The AR spectrum is significantly
smoother than the Fourier spectrum and shows that the stratospheric signals have more energy in 2–4 Hz band when compared to the thermospheric signals (Figure 8).
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▲▲ Figure 7. Explosion pattern at NVIAR (upper two waveforms) shifted in time so that it aligns with the stratospheric and thermospheric arrivals recorded at GERL on 10 September 2007 (288 km from the source).
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MODELING
We have used the Naval Research Laboratory Ground to Space
(NRL-G2S) atmospheric model (Drob 2004) and direct
meteorological observations as the starting point. The NRLG2S is a semi-empirical hybrid model, obtained from climatologies and numerical weather predictions. Above 50 km the
G2S is based on the Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Radar
Model (MSIS-90; Hedin 1991 and Picone et al. 2002) and the
Horizontal Wind Model (HWM-93; Hedin et al. 1996). The
MSIS-90 and HWM-93 are obtained from a 40-year historical database of upper atmosphere measurements and provide
a good estimate of the mean winds and temperatures in the
mesosphere and lower thermosphere, but the vertical resolution of 1–2 km limits the use of these models below 50 km.
Above 50 km the NRL-G2S is based on the numerical weather
predictions. The NRL-G2S model provides the atmospheric
specifications in a single binary coefficient every six hours, with
a delay of a few hours.
The G2S files are fully integrated in InfraMAP (Gibson
and Norris 2004), the atmospheric propagation code we have
used for modeling. We have used the parabolic equation code

(PE), which is a parabolic approximation to the wave equation.
The PE calculations provide an amplitude field at each height
(altitude) and range (distance) for a particular frequency. The
mathematical details of the PE code implementation can be
found in West et al. (1992) and Jensen et al. (1994).
The pressure field calculations are relatively similar if we
use the G2S model for 2006 or 2007; therefore we show only
the output for the 2007 dataset (upper plot, Figure 9). Also
shown in the figure are the locations of the temporary arrays
deployed during the experiments. It is clear that the G2S model
does not explain the recorded stratospheric arrivals that occur
at all arrays (with the exception of NVIAR, which is too close).
Thermospheric arrivals are recorded at GERL at a distance of
288 km, while the energy is predicted to return at distances
larger than 300 km. Tropospheric arrivals may be predicted at
SHURZ but not at FALN.
Apart from the G2S model we have used the actual meteorological data acquired at the Hawthorne airport. The PE calculations for the 2007 experiment (lower plot, Figure 9) show
the presence of a low-velocity layer, approximately 100 meters
thick, which is capable of trapping the energy and explains the
tropospheric arrivals recorded at FALN. It should be noted that
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if we use a different atmospheric profile, obtained a few hours
after the detonations, there is no duct capable of trapping energy.
This fact could explain why the G2S model, which is a six-hour
average, did not predict tropospheric arrivals. These short-lived
atmospheric ducts were previously reported by McKenna et al.
(2008), but it appears that these ducts could have a life shorter
than two hours, perhaps even a few tens of minutes.

DISCUSSION
Very precise ground truth information on a repetitive source
allowed us to make a reliable travel time analysis, which holds
the key in correctly identifying the nature of the observed

infrasound arrival. Overall, stratospheric signals appear to
be the dominant type of arrival in the zone of silence, but
they are not predicted by current models. Tropospheric signals were recorded up to distances of 156 km, but they may
very well be observed at greater distances depending on the
nature of the inversion layer. These arrivals are predicted by
the current modeling information if local meteorological data
is used as input in the modeling codes. The life of these inversion layers could be very short, probably even shorter than an
hour. Future G2S models will provide mesoscale specifications
on an average of one hour for the continental United States
(Doug Drob, personal communication, 2008). It is possible
that these future specifications might have the necessary time
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▲▲ Figure 10. FALN observations for the last day of the 2006 experiment (13 September) showing multiple stratospheric impulsive arrivals. Also shown are the celerity and the phase velocity for individual arrivals.

resolution to accurately predict the tropospheric and stratospheric arrivals.
An interesting problem usually not mentioned in the literature is the link between phase velocity and celerity. Figure
10 shows the observed signals at FALN on 13 September
2006. This was the last day of the 2006 experiment, with
only four explosions. For each explosion there are at least four
individual arrivals, and the phase velocity is increasing while
celerity decreases. All these arrivals have celerities consistent
with stratospheric arrivals and suggest the presence of a layered structure in the stratosphere with effective sound speed
increasing with height. However, in infrasound monitoring,
the origin time and source location (and eventually yield) of
an infrasound event is usually the scope of the investigation
and they are not known a priori. Therefore the celerity is very
difficult to estimate, and any useful information needs to be
extracted from the phase velocity and azimuth. Our data shows
that similar phase velocities can be obtained for a very large
range of celerities (from 0.345 to 0.240), indicating that it is
difficult to infer the nature of the infrasound from phase velocities only. The relationship of fast phase velocity/slow celerity is
in general valid, but there can be exceptions. The arrivals having phase velocities in excess of 370 m/s are very unlikely to be

observed for tropospheric arrivals, but phase velocities around
345–355 m/s were observed occasionally for all types of arrivals (tropospheric, stratospheric, and thermospheric), suggesting
that the atmospheric temporal variability (particularly local
winds at the array) could play an important role.
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